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CAP Budget proposals 2021-2027

 Multi-annual Financial Framework:

+ 18 % = 1,114 % gross national income

- 10 % CAP funds (from 36 % to 28,5 % of EU-Budget)

Chart: EC



CAP principles

 delivery model -> from a compliance-based to a performance-based 

 more subsidiarity -> development of a national CAP Strategic Plan for both pillars

 enhanced conditionality -> current cross-compliance + Greening + additional conditions

 Interventions in pillar 1: Basic income support for sustainability, redistributive payment, 

young farmers, coupled income support, payment for small farmers and eco-schemes

 Reduction of direct payments: Degression/Capping (EUR 60.000/ EUR 100.000)

 Interventions in pillar 2: agri-environmental measures, natural or other area-specific

constraints, risk management, cooperation, …



Increased ambition for environment and climate
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Increased ambition for envi and climate action

 40 % of CAP-budget allocated for climate measures

 compensation for agri envi climate commitments (when farmer goes beyond 

mandatory requirements)

 enchanced conditionality (Art.  12f)

 Additional requirements in order to achive the envi and climate objectives

 eco schemes (Art. 28)

 Obligatory for the MS, voluntary for farmers

 Higher than basic requirements of enhanced conditionality

 annual payment

 to support / incentivise farmes to observe agri practices beneficial for climate and envi

 agri-environmental measures (Art. 65)

 30% of rural development funding allocated to envi, climate and biodiversity



Critical elements of further increased ambition
for envi and climate action

New enhanced conditionality/strengthened elements:

SMR (statutory Manamgement requirement: 16)

GAEC (Standards for good agri and envi condition of land: 10)

 rejected by LKÖ: 

GAEC 1: Maintenence of permanent grassland on a farm level

GAEC 5: Nutrient Management Plan on farm level

GAEC 7: No bare soil in winter

GAEC 9: minimum share of agricultural area devoted to non productive featrues or areas

GAEC 10: Ban on converting/ploughing permanent grassland in Natura 2000 areas



LKÖ-position:

1. keep CAP-budget stable

2. no enhanced conditionality without additonal compensation

3. avoid destortion of competition (similar strategic plans between MS)

4. strengthen flexibility (especially AEM)

5. voluntary measures: incentive component

6. focus on guidance not on sanctions
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Decline of agricultural land between
1960/2011 in A (in %)
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Rundungsdifferenzen technisch bedingt



Competition between Areas:
Areas of conservation by nature protection law

27 % of Austria‘s area is protected by nature legislation
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